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BIOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET # 1



Topic I-1. T e Ways of Science

Science will be considered as a human activity, motivated

by our curiosity to understand the world we live in and by

a practical need to master our environment. The phenomenon

of life will be considered from a philosophical point of

view.

Goal 1: The student will understand the basis of the science

of biology.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions covering the

definition and subdivisions of biology and the

scientific method the stude,At will answer all

of them correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand the definition of life.

Obj. 1: The student will be able to list and define

the characterisitcs of a living organism with

80% accuracy.

Obj. 2: Given the two philosophies concerened with the

nature of the forces which are responsible for,

the phenomenon of life the student will match

the philosophy to the correct school of

thought with 100% accuracy.



Topic 1-2. Cells and Cell Division

The cell will be considered as the minimum unit of organ-

ization that is alive. The structure and reproduction of

cells as well as the organization of cells into tissues

will be discussed.

Goal 1: The student will understand the anatomy of the cell.

Obj. 1: Given a diagram of a typical cell the student
will be able to label the parts shown with
80,'S accuracy.

Obj. 2: Given a list of ten structures found in cells

the student will state if they are found only

in plants, only in animals, or in both animals

and plants. 70% accuracy.

Goal 2: The student will understand the process of cell

division.

Obj. 1: Given a stage in mitosis the student will
diagramatically show the chromosomes, cell
wall, and nuclear membrane of the cell as
they appear at that stage in mitosis with
80% accuracy.

The student will be able to answer five multiple

choice questions about the process of mitosis.

Three out of five must be correct.

Goal 3: The student will understand cellular differentiation

into tissues.

Obj. 2:

Obj. 1: Given five multiple choice questions on plant

and animal tissues the student will be able to

answer 3 correctly.

Obj. 2: Given the description of a tissue, the student

will state if it is of plant or animal origin,

and into which of the major catagories of plant

and animal tissue types it falls. 50% accuracy.
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Topic 1-3. The Physial Bounds of Life

Those' factors in t.'e physical and chemical world which

influence t'%e cell as a living organism will be considered.

Goal 1: The student will underStand basic c:z.emistry.

Obj. 1: Given 10 multiple choice qaestions concerned
with structure of the atom, the elements o±
living organisms, energy of chemical bonds,
and the characteristics of an organic molecule
the student will answer 7 correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand the role of ino : :ganic
molecules in the cell.

Obj. 1: The student will list and explain the five
characteristics of water which make it an
ideal media for life (70n.

Obj. 2: The student will list five elements which
are necessary for life. 100% accuracy.

Goal 3: The student will know the characteristics of the
major organic constituents of protoplasm.

Obj. 1: Given a group of 5 chemical structures and a
list of the types of molecules that the
structure represents the student will match the
structure with its appropriate name. Three
correct.

Goal 4: The student will understand physical phenomena
which influence the cell.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions concerned
with physical phenomena of colloids, suspen-
sions, emulsions, osmosis, and diffusion the
student will answer 3 correctly.

Obj. 2: Given information concerning a cell and the
environemnt from which it came the student will
determine what will happen osmotically and
structurally to the cell when it is placed in
a new speci°ied environment. 75% accuracy.

01.0.1.0.11.1111.....w.0.1104,1=111mll
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Topic 1-4. Molecular Biology

Chemical energy derived from tIle breaking down and building

up of molecules as the energy used by the cell will be

considered. The cells energy exchange process will be

considered as a self sustaining system regulated by enzymes.

Goal 1: The student will understand how energy is derived

from chemical reactions.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions on the basic
concept of how energy can be released from or
stored in a molecule the student will be able

to answer 3 correctly. Questions will cover
energy of chemical bonds, oxidation, reduction,

and enzymes.

Goal 2: The student will understand how energy is stored and

released by t':e cell. in form of complex molecules.

Obj. 1: Given 10 multiple choice questions concerned

with photyosynthesis, respiration, and the

from of energy supplied by these reactions the

student will answer 7 correctly.

Goal 3: The student will understand the relationship of

photosynthesis, respiration, and the sianthetic

pathways involved in the synthesis of fats, proteins,

and polysaccharides.

Obj, 1: The student will be able to show graphically
the relationship of glucose to the synthsis of

fats, proteins, and polysaccharides. 60%

accuracy.



Topic 1-5. Coding the Mechanism

The method by which the ceg stores the information necessary

to code and direct the biochemical pathways, and the mode in

which this information is read and utilized by the cell in

produr.ing the enzymatic proteins that run the biochemical

pathways is discussed

Goal 1: The student will understand the structure, functions,
and mode of replication of DNA and RNA.

Obj. 1: The student will be able to list the major
constituents of IETA and RNA and diagramatically
show the structure of the molecules (60'0

Obj. 2. The student will in 25-50 words differentiate
between the function of DNA and RNA as they
relate to the regulation of cellular processes.
(100% accuracy)

Obj. 3: Given 5 multiple choice questions on the mode
of replication of DNA and RNA the student will
answer 3 correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand the role of DNA and RNA

in coding enzymes.

Obj, 1: Given a paragraph concerned with the mode by
which RNA is produced from DNA and how RNA
functions in coding enzymes, in which key
words are missing, the student will supply the
correct missing word:. There will be 10 blank
spaces, and 80% accuracy is expected.



Topic 1-6. Reproduction: Life Cycles and Meiosis

The continuity of life is dependent on the universal ability

of organisms to reproduce thmselves either sexually or

asexually. The study of reproduction must reveal the nature

of the information that controls the development of the

organism, and how copies of this information are transmitted

from generation to generation.

Goal 1: The student will understand the process of sexual
reproduction as it occurs at the cellular level.

Obj. 1: Given 10 multiple choice questions concerning
meiosis, oogenesis, gametogenesis the student
will answer 7 correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand reproduction as it takes

place in the organism.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questic;ns concerned

with the reproductive cycle in plants and
animals the student will answer 3 correctly.

Obj. 2: Using the human as an example the student will

asnwer 7 out of 10 multiple choice questions on

the human reproductive cycle.



Topic II 1. The Particulate Theory of Inheritance.

The field of classical genetics will be discussed as a means

of understanding how ctxdracteristics are passed onto and

segregated among offspring.

Goal 1: The student will understand the principles of

Mendelian Inheritance.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions on independent

assortment of genes, dominance, and recessivness

the student will answer 7 correctly.

0'0j, 2: Given 5 multiple choice questions involing

one character and two character cross problems

in genetics the student will get 3 correct.

Obj. 3: The student will be able to work one-character

and two character cross problems in genetics.

Goal 2: The student will understand the role of the chromosome

in genetics.

Obj, 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions involving the

relati reships between crossing over, linkage,

and meiosis tJe student will answer 7 correct.

mtr, -Prt



Topic 11-2. Genetic Aspects of Some Human Problems

Usinc, the principles of inheritance already discussed the

field of human genetics will be considered fro;'1, a quantitative

point of view.

Goal 1: The student will understand inheritance in the human

as it related to inherited physical traits and to

disease.

Obj, 1: Given 5 multiple cholce questions on the

inheritance of human characters such as blood

groups, hair color, skin. color, and eye color

the student will answer 3 correctly.

Obj. 2: The student will be able to work 2 problems

in human genetics. Given the genotypes of the

Parents the student wilideter mine the genotypes

of the offspring (50%).

: Given the blood group phenotypes of a mother

and child the student will determine out of a

list those persons who could and those who

could not be the father (70%).

Obj, Given a pedigr e of a family the student will

determine the mode of inheritance that is

involved and be able to toll the genotypes of

the selected individuals (60)e

ob. 3
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Topic 11-3. Sex and Cytogenetics

The role of the chromosome as a unit of inheritance will

be considered. The effect of the chromosome in sex

determination and the effects of complete and incomplete

sets of chromosomes in the organisms will be discussed,

Goal 1: The student will understand sex determination and

sex in plant and animal kingdoms.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions concerning

sex determination, sex lined characteristics,

and the phenomenon of sex in plants and animals

the student will answer three correctly,

Goal 2: The student will understand the efffects of complete

and incomple.te sots of chromosomes in the organism

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choce questions concerning

nondisjunction and polyploidy in animal and

plants the student will answer 3 correctly.



Topic II-4. Populations of Genes and Evolution

The gen tics of populations will be considered with emphasis

on the idea of the gene pool of variation, genetic equilibrium,

evolution as a departure from genetic equilibrium, mutation,

and non-random reproduction leading to changes in genetic

equilibrium.

Goal 1: The student will understand the Hardy-Wienberg

law.

Obj. 1: Given two problems in population genetics the

student will calculate the gene frequencies or
ratos after mating (500.

Obj. 2: The student will answer 5 multiple choice
questions on population genetics involving the

Hardy-Wienberg law. 3 correct.

Goal 2: The studf-nt will understand the process by which

evolution takes place in a population as a change

in genes and genetic frequencies.

Obj. 1: The student will list and dfine the major factors

that influence changes in genetic equilbrium
of a population which therby lead to evolution.

(70%).

Obj, 2: The student will write a 100 word essay on the

role of mutation in evolution. (75%).

Obj. The student will answer five multiple choice

questions concerned with natural selection

and populations of genes (3 correct).

Goal 3: The student will understand the differences in

races of man as differences in gene frequencies .

Obj. 1: Given a list of 10 racily characteristics the

student will selecte those which are due to

simple differences in genes in one population

as compared to another (70%).
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Topic 11-5. Interaction of Heredity and Environment

The relationship of genes to the environemnt will be considered.

Examples of human genes, and other plant and animal genes,

will be considered with reference to the environment.

Goal 1: The student will understand the selective value

of certain genes in certain environe:Ints.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions on gene

adaptations to the environe:Ant tba student

will answer 3 correctly.

Goal 2: The student will be able to apply basic genetic

and environemental considerations to race problems.

Obj. 1: Given a racial characteristic of a population

whereby people are easily differentiated into

groups the student will write a 50 word esv:y

explaining why that character was select d for

in the natural environemnt of that person

(70%).



Topic III-1. Plants

The characteristics eplants will be discussed with consider-

ations on their morphology and classification. The structure

of a complex plant will be considered.

Goal 1: The student will understand the types of plants in

plant kingdom.

Obj. 1: Given ten multiple choico questions on the
evolution, classification, and relationships
of plants to one another the student will

answer 7 correctly.

Obj. 2: Given five multiple choice questions on the

charactericts of plants'which differentiate
them from animals the student will answer
three correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand the basic morphology of

higher plants.

Obj. 1: Given ten multiple choice questions on the

general morphology of plants the student will

answer 7 correctly.

Obj. 2: Given a diagram of a part of an angiosperm (leaf,

stem, or flower) the student will label all

of the designated parts with 70% accuracy.



Topic 111-2. Animals

The animal kingdom will be discussed, and t'ae various phyla

briefly mentioned. The relationships of one group of animals

to another will be discussed. The human will be used as an

example of animal structure.

Goal 1: The student will understand the characteistics and

relationships of various groups of animals7

Obj. 1: Given 15 multiple choice questions on the

animal kingdom (covering characteristics of

animal groups) the student will answer 10

correctly.

Obj, 2: The student will draw a phylogenetic tree

including the major phyla showing correct

evolutionary relationships (70%).

Goal 2: The student will understand the structure of a

higher aniJlal.

Obj. 1: Given 10 multl,ple choice questions or the

structural and functional anatomy of a mammal

(human) the student will answer 7 correctly.



Topic 111-3. Population Dynamics

The relationships of plants and animals to one another and

to the environment will be considered.

Goal 1: The student will understand the principles of the

community and its relationship to the environment.

Obj. 1: Given 10 multiple choice questions on the

diversity of animal and plant life (considering

terrain, horizontal and vertical clines in

ecology, and types of communities) the student

will answer 7 correctly.

Obj. 2: Given 3 multiple choice questions on the

cyclic 'eatlionships between plants and animals

the student will answer 2 correctly.

Goal 2: The student will understand the mode of distribution

of plants and animals over the world and the

subdivisions of the world by plant and animal

material.

Obj. 1: Given 5 multiple choice questions on the

biogeographical regions, and methods of dispersal

of plants and animals the student will answer

3 correctly.
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Goals for Principles of Biology

End of Course Goals

(1) The student will know and understand the
basic concepts and principles of biology 40
life as we know it on earth.

(2) Students will be familiar with and under-
stand the basic terminology in the field of
biology as-well-as the principles and concepts.

(3) Students will know the basic terminology and
will understand the basic principles and concepts
in the biological sciences.

Unit Goals

Unit I - The Livin r Cell
The studa,s w ow he parts found in most
living cells. The students will understand the
basic functions and activities that occur within
living cells*

Unit II as Molecular and Chemical Aspects
The student will know the as c molecular and
chemical aspects of life as they are related
to the functions and activities of the living
cell.

Unit. III - Plant Kin dom
The student w_ un ers and how plants are
classified and will know an example for each
large grouping.

Unit IV - Animal Kingdom
The studenr7171 understand how animals are
classified and will know an example for each
large grouping.

Unit V es Parasitology
The student mall understand the basic concepts
of parasitology and how those concepts fit into
the life cycles of a few examples. He will know
the life cycles of the examples.



Unit VI is Ecolo
The studen w know and understand the major

relationships of living organisms to their en-
vironment with the biological principles and

concepts involved. He/She will understand how
the form of living organisms is associated with

these relationships.

Unit VII 0, Natural Selection
The student will know and understand the concept

of Natural Selection, how it operates with examples,

and the relation between Natural Selection and

Darwin's Theory of Evolution.

Unit VIII - Evolution
The student will know and understand the Theory

of Evolution, how it applies to all living organ-

isms, and some outstanding examples.

Unit IX Res irat ion
The studen w now and understand the principles

of respiration in both the Plant and Animal Kingdoms,

and the process of photosynthesis and its relation

to respiration.

Unit X - Nutrition
The student will -know and understand the principles

and concepts of nutrition in both the Plant and

Animal Kingdoms, with the process of digestion.
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THE INDEPENDENT STUDY SESSION

ISS Unit I - The TeAu....21uoilad,z

Objectives

1. Given a diagram of a microscope the student
will identify all parts indicated. Exam conditions.

20 Given a prepared microscope slide, the student
will demonstrate to the satisfaction of the lab-
oratory instructor his competence in the use of
the microscope, using both the low and the high
power' objectives. Time allowed: 5 minutes.

3. Given statements associated with the terms used
in microscopy the Btudent will select the correct
term from a-lidt of alternc7tives. Exam conditions.

4. Given statements associated with the terms used
in the Metric System the student will select the
correct term from a list of'alternatives. Exam
conditions.

BS Unit. II - The Living2211

Objectives

1. Given a diagram of a plant or animal cell, the
student will identify each of twenty parts as in-
dicated. Exam conditions.

2. Given a list of five functions the student will
select from a given list of cell parts the one to
which each of the functions have been ascribed.
Exam conditImso

3. Given a list of ten activities within a cell,
the student will select from a given list of cell
parts and areas the one to which each of the activities
have been ascribed. Exam conditions.

40 Given the description of a phase in mitosis,
the student will select that phase from a list of
alternatives° Exam conditions.

5. Outside of class the student will write a paper
describing what occurs during the process of mitosis.
He will name and define each phase of mitosis and
explain the continuning process in 1,000 to 1,500
words in informal style showing only the title at
the top of the first page and indicate the source
of the information on ,,the last page.



6. The student will define the Cell Principle. Exam

conditions.

ISS Unit III .4 Molecular and Chemical Aspects

1. Given five functions of chemicals in the cell,
the student will be able to pick out of a list of
chemicals the major one involvad in each of the
functions. Exam conditions.

2. Given the functions of one of the three groups
of organic food compounds, the student will select
the correlt compound from a list of alternatives.
Exam conditions.

3. Given a list of tan chemical compounds, the
student will give the cell part where each is
found in the largest quanities. One cell part
for each compound. Exam conditions.

4. Given five chemical formula of activities with-
in the living cell, the student will select the
correct defination and explaination for each of
them from a given list of alternatives. Exam
conditions.

5. Given a defination and explaination of a chem-
ical activity within the cell, the student will
select the correct cheMical formula illustrating
this activity from a given list of alternatives.
Exam conditions.

6. Given a sugar solution in a semi-permeable
membrane, set in a beaker of sugar solution of
the same concentration, the student will select
from several alternatives what would happen if
water were added .to the beaker. Exam conditions.

7. Given a chemical activity within a cell, the
student will select from several alternatives,
the major element envolved. Exam conditions.

ISS Unit IV 4.1 Plant Life

1. Given ten plants, the student will note which
of the large plant groupings in which each of the
plants have been placed. Exam conditions.



2. Outside of class the student will write a paper
of 1,500' to 2,000 words on the most accepted method
of plant classification. How are plants classified/
What are the major criteria of plant classification/
he paper shall be in formal style with 1. Title page

2. Table of Contents
3. Text
4. Bibliography
5. Footnotes

This paper will require a minimum of five references
in the bibliography.

3. Given three sets of plant charac ristics, the
student will Indicate to which large plant classi»
fication grouping each set belongs from a given
list of groupings. Exam conditions.

I33 Unit' V . Animal Life

1. Given twenty animals, the student will note which
of the lallge animal groupings in which each of the
animals have been placed. Exam conditions.

2. Outside of class the student will completely
classify five animals assigned from a list of
twenty animals. The student will note the group
and the sub-groups inwhich each of his animals
have been placed and will tell WHY - with animal
characteristics - ten to 30 words for each ex-
plaination. The student will note the source of
his classifications.

3. Given ten sets of animal characteristics the
student will indicate to which large animal clas-
sification grouping each set belongs from a given
list of groups. Exam conditions.

4o Given a list of 10 animals the student will
select the characteristic which applies to each
of the animals. One characteristic is to be
assigned for each animal, from a list of alter-
natives. Exam conditions.

5. Given a group of 20 animals, the student will
arrange the animals in groups according to the
"Levels of Organization given. Exam conditions.

6. Given an animal, the student will classify the
animal and will tell why he bias placed the animal
in each of the groups or sub-groups. The student
will be given fifteen minutes and the use of one
book on classification.



7. Given a group of twenty animals the student will
arrange them in groups according to their charac-
teristics as required for Phyla and Classes of the
Animal Kingdom. He will do this without help and
within twenty minutes.

ISS Unit VI

1. Given three life cycle diagrams for parasites,
the student will identify each parasite and identify
the parts of the life cycle. Exam conditions.

2. Given a list of five relationships of parasites
to the host organism, the student will select from
a list of parasites a parasite that exhibits each
relationship. Exam condition-s4

3. Outside of_filass the student will write a paper
of 500 to. 000 words illustrating a given concept
of pard-Sitology with a life cycle of an example.
Included in the paper will be the relationship
between the host organism and the parasite. List
the advantages the parasite has. This paper need
not be in formal style, but should include a
bibliography.

IBS Unit VII - Ecology

1. Given a list of animal associations to the
environment, the student will select the form
the animal is most likely to have from a list
of alternatives. Exam conditions.

2. Given a statement of the structural adaptation
of a Tracheophyte, the student will select the
correct Hydrophytic adaptation from a list of
alternatives. Exam conditions.

3. Given a xerophytic adaptation of Tracheophytes,
the student will select the statement of structural
adaptation to which it applies from a list of
alternatives. Exam conditions.

4. Given a vertebrate skeletal adaptation, the
student will select the environmental conditions
where the vertebrate would be expected to live
from a list of alternatives. Exam conditions.



ISS Unit VIII m '.Natural Selection and Evolution

1. Given a description of a type of evolution, the
student will select that type from a list of
alternatives. Exam conditions.

2. Given a set of conditions, the student will
select the type of evolution expected to occur
from a list of alternatives. Exam conditions.

3. Outside of class the student will write a
2,000 to 3,000 word paper on the Theory of
Evolution as based upon Darwin's work. He will
define the Theory. A formal paper with: 1. Title page

2. Outline
3. Table of Contents
4. Text
5. Footnotes
5. Bibliography

This paper will have a mimimum of five references
in the bibliography.

4. Given the description of a "level of Organization" of
an animal, the student will select the proper statement
giving the animal's form and structure upon which the
"level of organization" is based from a list of alter-
natives. Exam conditions.

BS Unit IX m Respiration

1. Given a description of a type of respiration,
the student will select the type from a list of
alternatives. Exam conditions.

2. Given the respiratory rate for a certain animal
under given conditions the student will select the
temperature under which this rate is most likely
to occur from a list of alternatives. Exam conditions.

3. From a list of plant parts, the student will select
the part where photosynthesis occurs at -the greatest
rate. Examination conditions.

4. From a list of given chemical compounds the student
will select the one that is found in each step in the
process of respiration as studied. Exam conditions.

5. From a list of given chemical compounds the student
will select the one that is found in each step in the
process of photosynthesis as studied. Exam conditions.



ISS Unit X w Nutrition

l. Given "The Adventures of a Ham Sandwich" the
student will select the proper term for each
blank from a litt of alternatives. Exam conditions.

2. Given a set of symptoms for a specific example
plant, the student will select the mineral of
which the plant is apparently deficient from a
list of alternatives. Exam conditions.

3. Given a function for a vitamin in the human
body, the student will select the vitamin from
a given list of alternatives. Exam conditions.

4. Given an enzyme of digestion the student will
select the region of the digestive system where
the action of the enzyme takes place from a list
of alternatives. Exam conditions.

5. Given an action of an enzyme upon a given food
compound, the student will seledt that enzyme from

a list of alternatives. Exam conditions.
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Unit I - Introduction to Bio o;m and the Cell

-General objectives:

The student will identify the major historical

devdlofceits in biology.

Specific:

Given a list of names the student will relate the

correct person to the corresponding historical period.

Given a list of biologioN1 disciplines the student

will rearrange them in order of their historical

development or respective age.

General:

The studen will utilize the scientific alethod to

approacil :Ind solve a problem

The z.tudeflt will define the various p..rts of the

scientific method.

The student will define the term "controlled exper-

imeneor describe &J "controlled expevimeni;."

Given the formation of the coral Atolls as a problem

the student will apply tIe al,,ropri:;te part of the

scientiric method to .(...he correspondihrP part; of the

problem.

;With the use of diazrams the student will, describe

tLree different hypotheses which account for the

formation of th coral atolls.

The student will provide a list of facts to account

for one of the hypotheee,T.

In a brief paragraph the student will compare an

assumption and fact and define the moaning of

both terms.



D1H Stia,,ta.4U tJ of

hiL0 i'nieune tlie Icrino1:13eP u:011

tkey 11:tvo berpf

G:kenific:

he :3Cu ill '3f.tn IC 1;1 (;!ory oC 141erlosis

Vie :rbudent will 1i', CLe a;)suqipt,lens filen wiiich

trds theor is bailed.

The student will ii t; the facts upon which this

tiloory 19 irised.

The studenil will Helent .fro' i ist of names those
iglo!de 010 conduct er,et:iments supporte.1:

tlie theory of hio,.enesis.

the cell theory.

the sen e tneory.

the theory of orb evoluti,m,

theory of enzymes and wetabolism.

the theory of ti.enic nontrol of metabolism.

the theory of vitamtns and coen%ymes.

the theory of hormones.

the theory copcevninc the interractions of oroandsms
and bheir envLronments

In two or three sentences the studeni, will wLdte

the cell theory and the theory of organic evolution

as it WaS developed by Charles Darwin.

The -;tudent will use two or three sentences to describe

Lanark's theory of evolution.

-, General:

The student will deHcribe the properties of the typical

cell.

Specific:

The student will list (in outline form) the uni-

versal properties of protoplasm.

Given a list of various forms of matter the student

will provide a one or two sentence devinition for

each form.



Phe tuc1 nt wi 1

1,11)11 its rarts.

In a brief pawl,,:;Pciph the student will exilain the

importance lit1 n of

cell.

lipids

proteins

nucleic :tc1:10,

The student will lir two examples for each of the

above comrounds.

From ' Lst of structural rormulas student

will label those wIldch rorre8ent:

carbohydrates

fats

proteins

amino acids

nuclei c acids

nucleotide

purine

pyrimidine

The student wil list the four types of bases found

in DEa and RNA.

The student will diagram and label a "typical cell."

Given a list of possibilities the student will ma eh

ular functions to the corresponding parts of the cell.

In outline form and with the use of diagrams the

student will describe an experiment which proves

that the nucleus controls the cell. It is exrected

that he student will use information gained from

experiments conducted with Acetabularia.

The student will define tha various types of energy

utilized by the cell, and their respective roles in

the cell.

; m a t r .ical atm and

in the tyTioml



r;Ohe student shall define the fol.owinc given terms

osmosis

diffusion

turor l'ressure

:lith the use of diagrumiabic models the student

exin how waiter is transported in and out

of the cell.

In one or two sentences the student shall define

the term tisue.

General:

The studerLb shall describe different levels of organ-

ization in the living orL;anism.

Speoific:

The student; shall dive examples of five different

types of pilaltxom animal tissue.

The student shall diagram a cell which is typical

of each of these types of tissue.

The student s%all use a single sentence to describe

the principle function of each of these five tissues.

The student shall list the four types of plant tissue.

The student shall match each type of laant tissue

with a diagram of a typical cell taken from that

tyre of tissue.

The student shall diagram the location of each of

these four tissues in the mature plant.

From a list of choices the student shall identify

five types of organ systems.

Given three of these organ systems the student shall

list its principle function in a brief sentence.

Given a series of diagrams of basic body plans the

student shall identify r,iven types of symmetry and

shall show the different tlantis of division by drawing

a single line with his pencll.



Generd:

The .Ituilenk klescribe or derioe the components
of the differrit systems of ce3lulr metabolism.
The studen:; p14-111 Lif,tch tho followin terms with
their correct c1efJwlt.Lon or descriptions.

respIrNbion

femelitution

element

comround

enzyme

cat..11yst

peroxidaf;e

adenosine triphosrhate (2ITP)

coenzyme

ribonuclease

pepsin

electron transmitter system
oxidation

reduction

decarboxylation

electron acceptor

diphosphopyridine nucleotide (DPP')

electron acceptor

Citric Acid Cycle

Glycolysis

deamination

Given a number of choices the student shall identify
the properties of enzymes.

'dith a series of labeled diagrams the student will
useethe template theory to explain the adtion of enzymes.
The student shall list in outline Zorm those factors
which affect the activity of enzymes.



. General:

The student shall describe the major parts of the

processes of fereriLatin and respiration.

The stuklent will ,vko rt tram showinfr the

basic reactions of the electron transport system.

Showirqf the uambur of carbon itoms in each Compound

the stu(lent ,:;h1.1 make a diawrnmmatic representation

of ferment.tti)n.

The student shall identify from a list of choices

';he nuober or ATP and A.DP produced and utilized in

fermentatiorl.

Shotvinc the numben of carbon atoms in each compound the

student c4 all make a di.ctrammatic r(7Tresentation of

aerobic respiration.

Given a number of possibilities the student

shall identify the number of ATP and ADP produced

and utilized in respiration..

Given a number of -2os3ibilities the student shall

identify the number of ATP produced in the citric

acid cycle .

In a brief paragraph the student shall describe

tie difference between DPN and TPY.

Using carbon skeletons the student shall diaram

the process of respiration.



Unit II - The Plant Kingdom

General:

The student shall list the various factors associated

with the process of photosynthesis.

Specific:

Given a choice of vrious t2TI,es of ellery the

student shall chootie the energy source for

photosynthesis.

The sta,lent shall dia2;ram a chloroplast and list

its parts.

The student shall indicate where the light reactions

and the dark reactions occur in the chloroplast.

The student shall write the balanced formula for

photosynthesis usin the 3ccepteti method of

"chemical shorthand."

General:

The student shall indicate the role of plant pigments

in the process of photosynthesis.

Specific:

The student shall list five different kinds of plant

pigme ts.

Given the axis and coordinates of a graph the student

shall draw the curve for the action spectrum of

photosynthesis.

General:

The student shall present an experiment which was

used to determine the path of carbon in photosynthesis.

Specific:

From a list of names the student shall select the

name of the man who determined the path of carbon

in photosynthesis.

Given the structural formulas of the compounds

involved in photosynthesis the student shall name

the compounds and describe their respective roles

with a brief sentence.

The student shall di±,gram an experiment which proves

that oxygen is produced during photosynthesis and

label the appropriate parts of the diagram.



Th tuden. 'tfino 'i.ro.1-,erti1 s of ID

3nocifio:

The stut; ,-;h:J11 t.hk, 1-13nt cell bc1for

,Arter i 1%smnlyso,l,

Tiu r.tuaont ial1. Conn() tlho torn cyclotlis.

ThP studF-nt cooli front a lLst of cell or':finello:1

tthost,-; aro re -.tic of

c:ells but, no: of :t.ol..%1

111.(-4 stuJtvo ';11 11Ht Uire %.e.ftn!--; by ehl.ch

ID1,4nt 000r.c.rirate:A

1hu .student all defincl rolk.: of t1 .1.! xyle

and :Lloepl.

TIH student (Wine Ll!fl fnllo,im terms in a
sibt311-

t col i;in

bhototro:i

The studeWl sLall dicusF, in a britif pqrwrayh the

nter..action of mIxiPs, light and plant growth.

Given a series of descrirtions the studt;nt shall

select those which decrib Frj.tz ents classical
bioassay e,7j)eriment.

The student Jall define the term bioassay.

In ti brief 'iaracvilh the s:;ndent sILI111 differentiate

1)t-e:oGn a luiv (1%y pinnt nnd a sort day pllnt.
Uoriorpl:

stu,7V,A tho :ltructure anl funotions
of e hazinr 6f 1 ty cr1 ir,hPr

he stunt. ltr funettono of he root,

The student sh!,All c1iira t,yrieql cell frc oRoh
.i,on ct of the root tip,



r

rliven a (11..1mm of tiu! oros:iwtion of N ObOM

stultlat, sH11 lbol it livrts

'LYh :7Au0,ent shall list the functions of the le:If.

TI,E; student 1;;L:11.1 riqm a ,,pcor. of ci 1 from
IA

Hycr.1 of leaf

rmlisodo lver

3pon- mesorhyll la,v;k,e

0.1dormis

eridermis

The student ol'!all list the 'yjor fli n.e tions of the

storaaterl.

In outline form tIle otudeat shill trace the path

of r writer molcule thrJuh t.e lfInt from n

root hair and out the le.Af.

Ge:oral:

The student 11 list fild descr]J)L some bnsic

properties of mict.00rcanisms.

Specific:

The student shall list Koch's postulates

The student shall diagram and describe 3 different

tyles of bz4cteria.

The 3tudent &I.,=111 define tlie following types of bac-

tepia in one or two sentences.

aerobes

anaerobes

obligate nnaerobes

facultative anaerobes

The stucient shall describe each of the followinw

three oranisms ix: it brief parnsrarh:

viruses

bacteriophm:fes

rickettsias

The student shall diacrum the life cycle of

a tyricvAl bpcteriophage.

4



it_ 'tn nf Ijor udent will

clu.port onci of i)ie Pl4ttements .

mho virus jP ifl WIVNUOtIll rorm of life.

The virus is primitive rorm of Life.

General:

The student s 'all desc.r41 th i:tructural rid

reprodlictivo differow:es betqoen hC major lnt

The student iali define alternation of f,enerations.

In outitric form the student will cokere the

characteristics of i,ho blue-rPen al3ae with those

of the cretin fJlgae.

In a series of short seniicei the stude.tit salJ
difrentiatu betw6sn he followinc; croups.

Given a list of the chNracteristics of algae 11PCI

fungi the student shall match he caracteristic

with the aR.roprimte orcanism.

The student shall co!apare a slime mold !!itb

amoeba in a short parnrapb or brief outline.

In thr,:e or les;3 sentendes the student s:q11

define term thallophyte.

The student shill describe the structure, reproduction,

and nutrition of a lichen in a brief pararaph.

Given a diagram of the life cycle of a moss and of

a liverwort the student shall the following

1:arts:

protoneola

rhizoid

gametoyte
sporoihyte

antheridia

archw'onia

perm



Given a list of deilcrirtions the student shall

6ifferentiate 1:)tween those vvhich are cllaracteristics
of monocots and those Ilhich are chnracteristics of
dicots.

Given three diuc;rams of different life cycles te
student :All Cietermine the following' inforqiation:

Which type is most pri,..itive

dhere meiosis occurs in each type

dhicil types bow an zaternation of -!,enerations

ihich tyje is most si.iilr to the floe-ring plants
Tlie student will identify the followinp parts when
riven a life cycle of m typical angiosperm

male gmmetophyte

female 02,ametoj:hyte

sporophyte

embryo

egg sack

eSg

cotyledon

e:icotyl

hypocotyl

The student will draw a diagram of t!ae flourec an'

i1Dei its parts.



Unit III - Tho loil:4a1 -tUnc;dom

Gelleral:
The studeL.t .7, all in&1yze tie vrious levels of

ortniza0L,:n ':ound in the rivertebrates.

?.Tecific:

The studHii.t s1.1 list Lt l-: chrfActe,D7hics useo,

to clasify anils
The tudent 11=R1.3 C

.

11t Zij: 1,bol the oranism

:buoslena.

,itlzlent all 1. i st t%e chumotcwAstics of the

phylum mifera.
From a list of cbaracteristics the student; zlliall

check alosii ,:ilch ;43:' found in Hydra iith an H

knd those which are f,:und in .lanari! with a P.

The student ia11 name and describe with a diri:im

the orillism which lam, ',t)- siplest or liost

pri,:itive oran level of ornization.

In a brief paragrop the student shall distincuish

between homoloy;ous and annlogous orans.

Ge.neral:

The studit sh91.1 cracterize .01.,;5 vmrioui: parts

of the higher invertebrates.

Specific:

d-iveLi a list of c,iaracteristics 'the student shall

list: those uhich can lx : atributed to a tapeworm,

those v,Ilich clii be attributeJ to a rounth;orm, and

those which can be autribute to an earthworm.

In outline form the student shall compare the means

use Iv higher plants and animals to bring about

the union of an eg;.3 and sperm in the absence of a

watery medium.

The student shall list he basic features of the

molluscan body plan.

Given a list of choices the student shall list

those characteristics of artropods which are of'

evolutit3nary si3nificance.

The student shall outline two basic types of

metamorphosis and list a class of animals which

which exhibits both types.



the ztudent ohz411 silo (the :4:4or evoluticav-try and
strueturol ria t, i nHir n within the vertebrates.

Specific:

The studens shall list 1;ht-: ".1,or char,oterAstics
of ;,he pylurn Chorthita.

In a brief panicral,h the student shnll describe
the function of fish.

he student shall identify from a list of choices
those gr-ups which share the followin structures:

air sacs

swim b'iiidders

placenta

In outline form the stuHent shP11 compnre the

major characteristics of birds and mammals.
The student

frogs brain

function.

The student

of man.

The student

shall list; the various regions of the
and in a brief sentence bive their major

shall list the complete classification

shall make a snoralized diaizram of

a vertebrate shotAn..; and labeling the major 1,arts.
General:

The student shall describe the barious levels of

organization in higher animals.
Specific:

2he student list the seven functi,ns of blood
in man

Given a list of characteristics the student shall
identify those Wich match plasma, serum,' lymph and
tissue fluid.

In a brief paraP:raph the student shall describe
the origin, occurance and death of red blood cells.



The :;tudeut cLaJ1 list t,lio 2ain structural and

functional diffc:vv,Incos between ohite blood cells

rind red blood ccqis.

In a brief Laravaph te student all d.c::scribe the

clottins machNnism.

'4iven a list of tlie Najor cooiponents of blood

lasica the sbadont .91.1all match them with their"

major functions.

stuent shall diagram the mammalian heart and

trace the flotc of blood through it.



Unit IV - Genetico anduvoluGLon

-General:

The student hall derivo the theory of evolution.

and ayly it to evolutionary problems.

Specific:

The student sNall list t,tle basic as:umptions

of darcvins theory of evolution.

The student; shall list the basic assumptions of

Lamarcks theoxv of evolution.

The student shRll present a mechanism for the

.1,roces of adoption based on Darwins theory of evolution.

The stude)t shall 1,resent a mechanism for the c,rocess

of adaptation based on Lamarcks theory of evolutdon.

In a brief paragraph the student shall, use Darwin's

ti:leory of evolution to solve a sample rroblem.

The student snail define the foiloiincr terms.

Adaptation

atural Selection

:volution

Or,:anism

Survival of the Fittest

In a brief paragraph tLie student shall describe what

the ideas of Kalthus contributed to Darwin's theoqy

of evolution.



Unit IV - Genetics and eVolutldn

General Objectives:

Given the conditions of the Irimitive atvw)sphere

of the earth the student will describe a series

of assumptions and theories which explain the

manner in which the basic components of life

evolved.

Specific Objectives:

The student will list the structural formulas of

the primary constituents of the priluitive atAlos-

phere.

The student will list the major assumptions of

LIdltons Atomic Theory.

The student aill analyze o typical .tom and describe

the properties of its sub atomic particles.

The student will list the various forms aCenergy

which affect the typical atom aid describe the res-

pective effects.

Using knowledge derived from the atomic theory and

the properties of simple gases the student will

describe how simple organic molecules can be formed,

Using knowledge of the properties of proteins the

student will be able to list the steps by which

proteins gathered to form coacervates.

The student will define the terms activation energy,

diffusion, an/osmosis.

The student will describe Miller's experiment on

the production of amino acids.

The student will compare the experiments of Fox

and Miller.



-Genera] Objectives:

The student will desoribe the various steps by

whila the coacervate uses chemical bond energy to

maixtain its organization.

Specific Object Ives:

The student will dRfine the energy needs of the

primitive coacervate.

The student will define the terms catalyst and

enzyme in terms of their respective properties.

The student will provide a diagrammatic and

written representation of enzyme action.

The student will identify the molecular structure

of a typical sugar.

The student will identify the total number of

ATP produced and utilized in fermentation.

The student will identify the components of the

ATP molecule (from a list of chemical structures).

The student will define the terms active transport

and diffusion.



_General Objectives:

The student will list a series of assumptions

which describe a means by which stabilizatin and

control of the Life Processes is established.

Specific Objectives:

The student will list the properties of the

nucleic acid molecule which enabled it to estab -.

lish this primary control over the basic cell

processes.

The student will be able to identify the units of

the nucleic acid molecule from a list of different

organic molecules.

The student will describe two experiments which

indicate that mucleic acids established control

over the basic cell processes.

The student must provide evidence for the necessity

of duplicating the hereditary material.

The student will identify the properties of DNA

which enable it to provide for accurate duplication.

The student will describe how the detailed structure

of DNA (model) was interpreted.

The student will describe the helical structure

of DNA with a written diagrammatic model.

The student will use theterms M-RNA, transfer RNA,

ribosomes, and amino acid to describe a mechanism

by which DNA can code for protein structure.

The student will define the DNA molecule in terms of

structure and arrangement of substances.

The student will identify an experiment which indi-

cates that DNA is the genetic material.

The student will identify from a list of possibilities

the type of bonds which hold the DNA molecule together.



-General Objectives:

The student will(bscribe how the DNA molecule codes

for the specific sequence of amino acids in proteins.

Specific Objectives:

The student will determine from a list of possibi-

lities the specific characteristics which the code

must have in order to code for amino acid sequence,

in proteins,

The student will identify the chemical groups which

compose the DNA code symbols.

The student will provide evidence which indicates

that the DNA code word must be composed of three

letters.

The student will identify means by which the DNA

code is translated to M --RNA.

The student will list the steps in protein synthesis.

The student will identify the site of protein

synthesis in the cell.

The student will describe how a cuange or mut-

ation in the DNA code can be produced.



Gcinerll ObjQOAve:
The student shall. Hte !i,i-le pvidenoe for the laws
of here,:iity.
Th 'tudent r;'41.1 aolve serie of :enetic '2,roblems
..pd ::pply .:prorrite twililinoloy to vari,ous parts of
';.e p2.oble7,.

TL(7) ,Tttudent s1-111 11531.; I; contributions w!--loh GreEwr
H :.,-((le i7,0 th soieroo of .i.t-tios.
ifir. Cbje)ctives:

riv:Ip. ftudelt '77;hall ..t) n,q1cod to solve problem involvinga monohytrid rr
Tiie tudei1. all 1J; .!sked !'o oolve ,,,, i)roblem involving
n dihybrid oros, :.ti $ex linkoce.
In tbe,'4hove .1-,oblems the studefit sl=all identify
the t;oflotyll and phenotype of the .yirenta and theoff;3prin.
The studeriG ',...x.A.1, Ciirrtm cmd :Pibel te.. 1.tocess of,
'x,-iosi..1, :ui1 -rnrE4 tt to tj:e proces.1 of mitosis.
ThkA i7tudent ,,.::, L 11 ti v I' ine t; e t ortas : C %'2 o.

cen
fren(...ty,e

rhoLtotye
ovoluilin



BIOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET # 4



GOALS AND STUDY OBJECTIVES FOR BIOLOGY 1

Terms used in this outline:

Goal: The general outcome toward which the student is directed--the concept
or understanding.

Objective: The specific skill, ability, or attitude which the student is
expected to attain.

Criterion: The level of achievement the student must reach in order to pass with
a "C" for each objective, expressed as a percent.

Oblectives,

1. Goal: The student will understand that life is a series of processes that
can be studied scientifically.

Objective 1. From a list of 20 vocabulary words drawn from Chapters
1 & 2 in and from lecture, he will match each
with its correct definition. cv,Aqr eds.. to c c,evrcr:

Vocabulary:

responsiveness
stimulus
hormone
nerve
behavior
cell
tissue
organ
metabolism
asexual reprodintion

growth
ecology
biotic factor
abiotic factor
parasitism
evolution
adaptation
form or structure
species
breed or variety

Test sample: Whit of the following constitutes the best
definition of a stimulus?

1. behavior
2. a brain
3. ayes

4. a change
5. leg muscles

Objective 2. From a list of five basic biological processes, the
student will be able to match the process with a
biological activity. 70%

Test samples: For each item below, note the number
of the biological process it represents from the given
list.

List: 1. Reproduction
2. Metabolism
3. Adaptation

4. Growth & Development
5. Inheritance



1. A Pierce College student digests a hamburger.

2. A spider spine a web in the library.

3. A cottontail rabbit pulls hair to line her nest.

4. A single cell divides into two daughter cells.

5. A lizard regenerates a lost tail.

6. The infant weights 30 lbs at age 6 months.

Objective 3. Given a list of statements descriptive of nine
characteristics and processes of lire, he will note

the characteristic feature or process to which each

applies. 70%

2. Goal: The student will understand the principles of classification.

Objective 1. The student will apply the concept of Homology to

d i'Vbanac.
iris,re of iris and distinguish between those that avylikole4010,4A

re analog

Test samples: An example of homologous structures are:

1. The swimbladder in fish and the lungs of man.

2. The wing of a bat and the wing of a bird.

3. The wing of a bat and the wing of a butterfly.

4. 1 and 2.
5. 2 and 3.

Objective 2. From a list of 10 kinds of organisms, he will note the

symmetry that is shown by each. 7 our oS- op

Test example: Mark 1)
Mark 2)
Mark 3)
Mark 4)

1. jellyfish

2. shark

3. hydra

4. sponge

5. comb jelly
or ctenophore

if radial or biradial
if assymetrical
if spherical
if bilateral

6. medusa

7. amoeba (lab)
8. paramecium

9. Simon & Garfunkle

10. gopher snake

Objective 3. Given an example of taxonomic nomenclature, as Lim

rufus califcrnicus (see text p. 19), the student will

be able to note and select from a. list, the information

stored in each term. 70%

Objective 4. On a test, the student will be able to set up a
classification system that includes a dog, wolf, kit fox,

horse, zebra, lizard, bird, and crocodile (or any other

similar diverse assemblage of creatures) 70%

3. Goal: The student will understand the concept of the population sample as

the species; and that the species is the smallest taxonomic unit.

Objective 1. From a list of statements, the student will indicate

those useful in characterizing a species. 65%



Test sank: For each of the following statements

Mark 1) if the statement does apply
Mark 2) if the statement does not apply

to the modern species concept.

1. Have fertile offspring
2. are morphologically distinct, but have

fertile offspring

3. look alike and occupy the same territory
is a kangaroo rat in the Pierce College
Biology lab.

5. is a population of kangaroo rates in the
Mojave desert.

6. is a fixed concept, unchanging.

4. Goal: The student will understand that the Monera & Protista comprise a
diverse group of organisms that have had a long, independent
evolutionary history.

Objective 1. From a list of vocabulary words drawn from Chapt. 3,
lab, and from lecture, he will be able to match each
with its correct definition.

Vocabulary

Protozoa
pseudopodia
flagella
cilia
aerobe
anerobe
saprophyte
obligate parasite
host

spore
bacilli, cocci, spirilla
plastid
nucleoprotein
hyphae
mycelium
holdfast
lichen

Objective 2. Given a list of Monera and Protista, the student will be
able to match each with its major characteristic.

Test example: For the following statements, indicate
whether each is:

1. True only of slime molds
2. True only of fungi
3. True only of virus

4. True only of algae
5. True only of bluegreen algae

1. are obligate parasites that can be crystalized

2. at one stage in their life they are a moving,
creeping mass.

3. Possess chlorophyll organized in plastids;
body a thallus.
Have no chlorophyll; no true roots, stems,
leaves.



5. Goal: The studtmt,will understand the main stages of evolution in plants and the

structural and functional developments that make them individually, the

most widespread and numerous of all living things.

Objective 1. ) From a list of vocabulary words drawn from Chapter 4, lab, and lectur

lecture, the student will match each with its correct definition. 80%

L

Vocabulary: rhizoid
tracheophyta
vascular tissue
embryo
seed

cone
flower
rizone
root
chloroplast

monocot
dicot

Objective 2. On a test, given a list of the major plant phyla and a series of

statements describing their major characteristics, habitats, manner of

growth or of reproduction, the student can match each phylum with the

correct statement.
70%

Objective 3. On a test, given "an assortment of 5 plants, he can order them in an

evolutionary sequence. 70% if the simplest and most advanced plants are

correctly placed; 10% each for correct sequence of the intermediate phyla.

Test sample: Indicate the order (from simple to advanced) into which the

plants in the following list would best be placed.

If the order should be:

ABC, Mark 1
ACB, Mark 2
BAC, Mark 3
BCA, Mark 4
CAB, Mark 5

List: A. Bracken fern
B. Yellow pine
C. Marchantia

6. Goal: The student will understand that the diversity of forms of animals is

essentially one of diversity of ways of making a living.

Objective 1. From a list of words drawn from Chapter 5, from lab, and from lecture,

the student will match each with its correct definition. 80%

Y22112211a:
mesoglea
cnidoblasts & nematocysts

tentacles
gastrovascular cavity

cephalization
ectoderm
endoderm
mesoderm

viviparous
placenta

larvae
proglottids
pseudocoel
coelam
chemocoel

bristle appendages
radula
chitin

homeotherms
polkilotherms

tube foot
water vascular system

notochord
dorsal nerve cord
gill slits

mammary glands & hair

head, thorax,
abdomen



Objective 2. On a test, given a
descriptions, the student can

accuracy.
Test sample:

list of animal phyla and a series of statements or

match each animal with its correct Thila with 70%

Items: 1. Echinodexmata

Match the statement with the item. 2. Porifera
3. Annelida
4. Coelenterata
5. none of these

1. Beating collar cells move a stream of water through the colony.

2. Has tube feet and a water vascular system.

3. Sweeps food into its mouth with its radula.

4. Poisons its prey with its nematocysts.

5. Has a bristle appendage on each segment.

Objective 3. The student will indicate the relationship between a series of state-

ments concerning special pre-adaptive characteristics and the morphological and

physiological problems involved in a big shift in habitat, as from water to land.
60%

Test sample: Characteristics: 1. supportive skeleton & locomotion.

Analyze each of the statements below 2. protection against the

and indicate that characteristic which would environment.

probably be most effective for maximum 3. excretory system

selective advantage to the 1st 4-legged 4. respiratory system

creatures making a transition from water 5. sense organs

to land.

1 Water is 800 times as heavy as air

2 Ammonia is injurious to cells even in low concentration

3 Oxygen must be taken up from the air

4 ciliary motion is useless in air

5 stimuli must be received long range & from great distances

6 There is a selective premium on scales and armor

7. Goal. The laws governing the chemical and physical events in living matter are

the same as those acting on non-living matter.

Objective 1. The student will learn the vocabulary selected from Chapters 6 & 7

so that on a test, he can match the word with the correct definition

or example with 80% accuracy.

Vocabulary:
morphology
physiology

atom
molecule
element
trace element

proton
electron
neutron

electro-negative
electro-positive
isotope

chemical compound

ion
ionic bond
dissociation

valence

covalent bond-single, double
molecular formula
structural formula

ion-exchange reactions
oxidation-reduction reaction
catalyst
enzyme

mixture
solution
suspension
colloid
macromolecule



Objective 2. Given a list of items, the student will be able to note which

atoms, molecules; elements, compounds, mixtures; and which of the mix-

tures may be considered to be solutions, suspensions, or colloidal

dispersions. 70%

Test sample: For the following items note whether they are best

considered 1. element
2. molecule

3. solution
4. suspension
5. colloid

1. clay
2. fog

3. CO2
5. egg white

8. Goal: The student will understand that living things are characterized by 4 types

of complex. molecules.

Objective 1. Given a list of statements, the student will indicate which is

most true of the following substances. 60%

Test sample: Mark 1, if the statement is mostly true of carbohydrates.

Mark 2, if true of lipids
Mark 3, if true of proteins
Mark 4, if true of nucleic acids and nucleotides

Mark 5, if true of cavier molecules (sen lecture notes)

1. tend to gain or lose electrons to other molecules in a very

short time

2. break down to yield glyerol and fatty acids

3. certain of these are enzyme catalysts

4. are macromolecules composed of repeating units of amino acids

Objective 2. Given4 list of the smallest molecules found in living systems,

he will match the molecule with its function. 70%

9. Goal: The student will understand that the cell is the smallest organization of

matter that is. alive.

Objective 17, Given a list of structures inside the living cell, the student

will designate whether or not they are found in the cytoplasm or in the
70%

Objecti,Ve 2. The student will be able to match structure with function of

the organelles listed below.
1) chloroplast 6) mitochondria

2) nucleus 7) ribosonies

3) chromosome 8) centriole

4) cytoplasm 9) endoplasmic reticulum (ER)

5) cell membrane 10) lysosome
11) vacuole

Objective 3. On a test, he will be able to
match each of 7 plant tissues and each of 5 animal tissues with its

correct structure and function. 70%



0

BIOLWIr I UTUDY Gu 06; 00 GOALS 41...q.D ODJEOTIIN3 (continued)

10* Gools The student understand that the rulthod of transport off' molecules In

living matter depends upon their 51z00

Objective) 10 From a list of vords drirm worm Chaptur 9, aad fitvl lo

rill match eaoh rith its correct Ofinition on a test..

IgSlababrZ2
Diffusio:1
Brornian move:mit
Imbibition
Turgor
Differontiallv or smil 1,0

osmosis
oonoentration gradiont
solute
solvent

it)

Mark 1,

4, o
Mark. 2,

0
Q
OA ea,0 0 0 Mark 6

ce ° a d d Mark 4,

_vim, 111)2 &talent

8 otlt of 10

actir transport
passive try psport
isotonic

hynatonic

hYP.Wsnic
vlesmolallq
rhagocytosis
pinoaytosla
salt glandsm,b1rdc, reptiles,

fish

Objeotive 2. He rill be able to apply th principle of osmosis to soveml different

blologioal situations prast)ntbil to him in the laboratory and bo atlo to p.vodiot

the is2foot of the MOVOMOM or rater thronkh plent soil membranes. 70%

Objective 3 Ho mill be ablo to relate his laboratory observations of osmosis and

diffusion in kllacka to diagramatio roprosentation of the same proaess*a on a

lootnro test examination.

0

2ALLAAmp1es In the diaErum, Clo black dots reprosont dissolved part!oles$

the honor spbaroa aro water moleoules* AC a result of the
0 difference in cone ontrationg

O o

e, 0 0

if the system is stable
if the aldsolved particles will novo across tbe ooll

membrane
If the muter moloeslos rill novo aerose tits 0011

membrane
if there is net enough evidence given to tell

Objective 4. The s tudern t ni.1i be ab e to di s t InKte 'JCL be treen ollkoLUE ialson

fox% .kunap211.1 Almagalkalsg and pk.gazstEls_411 and be abla to match each

prose's rith a charaoteristio statement descriptive of the pro00.011 or its

to no ti °mt.

Objective b. Given an example of an organizing as a fish,

Fresh Water,BrnokiSh environment, the student

.

regulating adaptations for tuaoh environment from a

29,11.-E0alls
For each of the folloring statements indicate whether it

li does
2) dos" not

tunation in osmotic, regulation for a fish in a marine env3ronment4

a contraotile vacuole to pump rater out of the body.

Produces concentrated, Pont wine)

3 Producer copious, dilute urine

s a salt gland that.brings salt into the body from the environmelt

so%

In either ea melt rater or
select appropriate osmotic
list of statements. ao%



11. Gonla Tho staant rAll 4naPotaod thc Sy pbtnInsd photonvilc;Icesis

transfoy.l..,A to httnanaw bora In AT' Imfo:co -o.scd

cellu1ar ro::tivity4

Objwctiv0D lc r,tudel0; '11:1. 661- o .alarzm lyalc) an7;

even of bia)Lla.A vill bc; to pnd:ct

AT2 rill Pyrmul "1%-th6r ;10::v2,0t1 al i1

Vt..:!4CtS Ind3natz: 114

rarult, blo11.*al vo&Alt in =To or ltss,

.41

vivzirgAr:ia

1) 1,;3:):..N1

21 144,11q

A gltlec ;w1oevil,3 do owtoplazm oe tho c611.

J. wator nolocalt1 vplit 7y a,o1Le trwpsd tzr.,

s high aatrey rl',1;21ftto

4L. anIno vuldo ItnLo t;) fern a pi.otoin obainm

60%
nat

12 Goat PhetcPynthocil la the m4,thocl *oy 110A energy Is tranaformcd tal* n more

uSeable form ot tn,n4gy In 3 hcm1.1 bonaza Thz student 4 11 qn&rt4tt.ind that

It is eaveniAnliy 1,41nctitz4. COs wIth hydrogen ObtEincd by aplItting

%Nstoar volootAlGam

Objeetive 10 3rom A 11*1 oe vords

lecturea tho tu dal i '6: 173. 1 nP.4

.Y9.12,1S211121.
antotmb
hetorotropli
pigments! Chlorophyll 4

Oarotonelils

Ohlorop I,s at*

lamellae

iamb
Loaf! Uppo:N

pallado
spore; mcklophyI1
stomats
0=4 aolln

dm:/1 from OhliqAtr 12v and from labv a716 from

tc:h t:aah vath Itf co at definition on a test.

plaotolvsia
cynilc photophoophorylaila:
cytochromu enzyme 1VOtml

IROLlenii2a1
HAD

vlbW.onoicpospbato
PGA

?GAL
earbon antion

ObjeiAlve 20 Metal liet of th stops In Photosynthosis, the otudeint vall order

th= in sequence. 60 %credit for the correct placomsnt of ..intrIal2 Into

10% for earroct sequential pineament of

ellah interweditt stop
60%

end matorlulD out of tho 1.poossa.

so%

Objective 3. He .01.11 Indicate whlah of the following itomo it phatoeynthcsiz occurs

during the licht vocation Emrlex$ and Ithich durine the daft: Toc5Itlera sorlos8

and 011ch are material% Into and rhich matclrials oat of the oyoloo 60%

Toot isgaraLt ;ban the list or 'tams belovt ahoove the on that bout

elAractcrizes the Eolloning statemontsg

1) (i) am part of tho light roactIon sorioe

2) (i) ara part of the dark maction purism

(is) are materisle lz,ntoring tho photosynthesis cycle

4) (Is) are materials produced by the photosynthesis cycle

5) (la) are mither int*rmitAlate or aarrler compounds



1 & 140
& 02

Eydrocan ion ;:4112 02

formed fv)m. ADP 43:

5

134 (k 17 :ho stndeut -011 tlndortsald tht:,4i; trayloport systama ara noc,su::sry than nom of

the organlam°0 coils avo too di.rt the onvirormmIA to obtain mtorlals

by diffuslon0

Objective 10 Givon 10 multipl .'hol It c..).11,rnIng definItima of vocallulary

'cords dray.4 fr,z, n k 20.-20Dt f4nd fro)T1 ChaptorM.; bhp and ant will ansvior

*avert eorrotJtly0

Y.P11:40142tg

transpirntion
root hairs
lonticolo
11gan
saberla

meristem
aamblmn
aortex
endodernici

Tra:uzslotion
vaect:11nr bundlon

,lure
trafaholds

Ohloam
Gempenion oolls
cytoplasmic novo or stre

Dericycl.s
pith

2" ugii_tlatinowlattgv
root prcsauro
osmosis
active transport
transpiration pull

aohosion (ITIonujoly
Theory)

ndhosion (on vans o
duets)

ming

Objective 20 41ven s dtagram .(a a loaf t.coo'Jone he v:111 IdixItIfy structures and

arrow flovkzignv Indicating the movmont of cAlles throz101 t!lsv.e0

(see lab C

Objective 30 On n toot, from a list of statamonto he vill IndLnto tltructumi

diffimennes to be fbund betwonn xylem rnd phloem tissuo0

Obtleotive 4, Fa= his reedlna In the text and Prom lecture) notm5;

analyze the flow of lister ap nylem tubules and indicato tho

water in each port of the plante

Obleetive 60 Be rill bo able to ohoove from a list of statements,

food materials are moved in the phloem.

t otnaant will
foroog that move

60%

thorn by *hich
Ant

Objective 6. In the lab, ho be able to identify tissues in root and stow

gross section: and relate structure to the fhnetion of °soh.. (lab 5) 75%

14 The student rill anderatand that the ollcanism's activity, SIZG, and habitat

determine the nature of thz digestive. prow:Ise; and that lerrayllA Is charnex.ristia

of digestion Inside or outside of coils.

014octiva 10 120.n. liPt of vonabulzry rords dravn from Ohaptor o ettldp:It will

match oacb ardth Its cor.vact dafInitionc,
60%

vIttkalan:
Zatraeolimlar dIgestion

saprophyte
amylaso
food vacuole

Food tabs
Ingestion.

intraoellular
Stamaoh

RO1

pyloric spinctor
6:lodsnmil

digestion
Filtor

r7127"ire



Objective 2s He rill be sblo to classify the kinds or digastive aystmys fcund in
organisms and from a list or'ittros. match *soh type with Its cor.vect OlciractoriStIO
tatemonts o 70%

Te.21,..ajecala Vrara the liat of !Acme, cholie the one that 24,sli d,z4cribes
the collection el food or Intake of materiala organ:Lem*

1) intracellular digestion
2) motive seizing of prey viva intra cellular
3) filter feeding digestion
4) seizing with external digestion
5) ingestion of fluid foods
6).digestion aging symbiotic organimms

ks found In the porlferac
2.,,..arluous film is sr. pt into the mouth bearing tiny particles filth it.
4......plant juices are Lngoated by aphids (see p. 262)

is broken dam by bacteria in Ciao rumen.
food masaa3 aro mechanically processed in A gizzard.

Objective 3. Ho rill analyse the movIrment of 2Oo4 through the digestive tract of sn
and tram a list of Statements concerning specialization of regions h t1118 tract,
matah each with its correct function.

list of items: 116 mouth and teett
2. stomach
3. 'Ivor
4. pancreas
5. Jana. In

1 bile is secreted to emulsify fats,
2 trypsinogon is reloascd to the 6A511 intoetIne
3 largo food masses are mschaniQally reduced to smilcor

and main begin protein digestion.

15. Goals The student will andorstand that reaplretion le the process by Thiel) useful
energy is mad* avallsble to cells by tha broaleonn of fuel (carbon containing)
maculae within the cell.

Objective le Using a flew shoot as a guide, the student rill be able to follow
a molecule of glucose through the events of cellular respiration and note
vbere the largest nunber of AT? molecules are formed. 6

Objective 2. On a test. be will be able tndicato vhIch steps are part of the
glycolytic cycle and which Belo nz to the Xtabm and cytoobrome ovoles. 60%

Meleative 3. Be 11111 to mlati to distinguish between fsvnEntatig.31 ard AprOlo

reariir SO that he on noth the and products of ech with the 3:Drrect

premiss; and Andiaao the alternate acceptor for It Ion in avant oZnIvzlzabcd

in human =sole 5Citg



014n1; Vutl kltf.id44.t

in arinalop

poem 120

umlorst,an Sara tho mothod of 41 triage port and exchange
, 1a oopundo 14 non iJto vizo or thQ onlrol and upon its habitato

Objuctivo 14 Qhv * ttzdwfit lviarn the vocabulary sclocte4 Cram po 2050409$ and
trom ChaptQr 130 mo Lhat on tot.to he onn matoh the rord v1th tho eorroet
derinition or ciramlo 'with 8O 20T3traayo

vatahulagra $:g 11A

trocha
air (mos
apiraele*

Qontraation

boolr

Dapplimentary risapiv:Ory orcana
enn (amphibian :II
air sac (birda)

Objective 2: He rill be ablr4 to distinguish
used by orpniama for pxtraoting oxygen
environmental mcm that on a test,, he can

fanationa4

lung, diaphragm
nures medulla oblongata
glottie
trachca
Iwonchi
bronchiolsts

alveoli
capillaries

the major characteristics of devices
fromcmoist and from dry land
notch rospiratory structures with

70%

Objective 32 He v111 big able to contrast and compare the devices used by organisms
to ventilate the rcapirataFy carfaeco with similar or comparable atrueturas In
man so that he can Match thane on a toot rith 70% accuracy,

170 Goals The student gill understant that the methods or which materials are treated and
transported in circulatory systems depend on 1) the shops and size of the organism;
2) its activity rate and 3) the habitat in which it lives,

Objective 1. The student vrill learn the vocabulary selected from Chapter 14 and
developed in lecture, so that on a toot, be can match the rord rith the
correct xanple or definition rith 00 %accuracy,

lisigatilam hemoglobin
herrl000el

"open" circulatory system

Auricle
ventricle
capillaries
artery
vein
"closed" circulatory system

pulmonary circulation
systemic circulation SA nods
coronary arterisp.ilyaten automate nervous system

yasodllation vas* constriction bradyeardia In diving animals
Counter-current systems and epmcial adaptations to cold

(lecture suppliment)

rod corpuscles
white corpuscles
platelets

plasma
serum albumin
serum globulin
fibtinogen

lymph
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19. Goals The student vill underotand that not of the regulatory Omehanisms InvOmad

in homeostasis Involve interactions of chemical and neural coordinatlils

systems.

Objective 1: The student n111 learn the vocabulary relating to the boomostotic oontrol

of CO2 level in the blood and of oomoregulstien of rater and onits. eo%
Chapter 16

Isagjalux nophron
Bo; nee capsule
glomerulus
proximal tubule
Loop of lierle

distal tubule
collecting duct

urine

hypothalamus
posterior pituitary
vassopressIn
stimulate
Inhibit

Objective 21 On a test, he con match statement') concerning a Tortebrate nevi:rep

with the fmnotiona of the various specialized partu of= osnorsgulatory

system. (I) 268-270) (Area of:2) Massive intakes 2) massive return of most

materials 3) selective adjustment of natty products 4) final toter uptat*

6) storage).
60%

Objective 3: almilarly, from the text (p 266.67) and from the laboratory dissection,

he can relate statements oonoornine the firth umss exeretory ryster to the

above list of specialized areas. 60%

Objective 4: Given reprsentitive film diagrams of steady.etat control of blood

gases and of osmoregulation of water content in the blood, the student 7411 be

able to identify the ohomioal and neural pathways of Interaction (stimultls

and inhibition of antivities) on a test With 7O Actenraoys

20. Goals The student will understand that Manisa. coordinating mocha nisms control

activities at all levels from the cell to the population.

These ohemloal writs are either carried by =IA or move through tho

environment.

The amount of the hormone it usually controlled by come aspect of the vary

process that it controls: by MO BACIC.

Objective is The student will learn the vccabulury from sleeted and noted sections

et the text and from the loo tams, so that on a test, be tan ma torn the word with

the correct example or definition with 60% accuracy.

ialulagy: endocrine glands

nuromendocrine substances
bermens (p 284 in part)

neuroseoretory center
nsurolimmal or stores ;e organ

target organs
ductless



_TmlryrTT.,verrilirrMmIrmwrrmmmM-

lealalax cortImou (v A14)

ovary
testis
follicle cella
eotrogens
interstitial oells
androgens (testooterana)
follicular phase
lutal phaae

corpus lutoa
progoatarons

page: al7m501 .4-7= toms hore4

pituitary (antorlar lobo)
Gonadotroplo hormone:*

WAR

hypothalamus (noRrosscretory
center)

orvironluntal Rectors
daylongth 0 inCrinfillne
and doereveing,

rainfail
plumnce and covrtohlp nctivl

Pheromone
rsleasor ()float (Pao

p 387 far anothor
exampl )

primor (ffoot

()hem tra
alarm roactiva
sex attr:2,:.tt,4A:trA

Gyp-lue I: "OportIon
Oonfnaion"

ties
Interorganit!=mln control:
Phytotoxio materials
sea determtnisim in
slipper shells

Objective 2s GI:van a model diagram sf Ovaniaal and neural coordinating syotmm, ths
student dill b able to relate strufilture5 rith PanctIons rith 70% accuracy,

TaLgumau This Is g aogram of a neurosecretery *enter of oithor Invertebrate
or vertebrate anima/no Vateh 4130 of the statements belor Ng/1th the
appropriate namborod It

'.ark 1) lf ohs statement is Incst true c-4' stracturt 2.
1,1ark 2) if yiiost true of structure 2

tin:0c 3) if mo t true of s truo tura 3
114.-4r 1c ) f mos t time of utractu ra 4
Mark. 5) 1.." 1.0.ost .tzvm of structure 5

16.......Amdloates a foedbaot stimulus;
2 voulCbe the anterior pituitary In the 7artebratQ reproi2notiv a;x1c,

von14 be the posterior pituitary In tho osmoregulation or 1.:fi,tw: oovitt6at of
blood

road reprmlont the hypothtlamus 1r both 1! and abovu
5 Indic:otos an hmput nerve stImulas to the center.

Objeottve 3: Glyon a flow diagram of neuml and chonloal aontrol of raprodiactive
sotivity, the student erm prodlot the Qffoct of stimulation er
in tor= of reproductive as of the erzaniam, at any nap In tho
nolo,

Matoh the loproot itcm with each statmantt.

Mart I if tars result of the statement la imedlatcly true of 1.
Mark 2 " " " Is most Immediately true of 2
Mixt 3 " 9 « a 0 sit n 3

Mark 4" "
0 n ft 4

mark 5 " 0 0 n 5

2.....fitimulatIon occurs here It daylanzth begins to increase
2 ,jtimulntion 'mum }lore If PSE and LH lovol rlsoo
3 aggrscslive male behavior Is attriblatable to this

4. pegs develop hero

oontrol pills act hear to Inhibit ovulation in man



21. .Goals The student rill understand that neural coordinating mochanimma aro found in

most multicellular animals and are charactorlzod structurally by epeolantrAd

sells: Neurons and IteceptorS.

Objective 1: Tbs student 7111 learn the vocabulary dovoloped in lecture and from

salsa for text readiags, so that on a to he can match the rota with the oorreet

definition 8 out of 10 times.

%goal= Onvom 19)

conductor
sensory neuron
*escalation neuron
effector

ohegiorseentorss
Olfactory neuron
olfactory lobe
taste bud

ocbomlocation in bats

tragus
ultrasonic sound

2,hotorsavitarss
rovale tic coat

chorold coat
retina
lens
aaeomoda tion

focus

rods
rhodopsir
retineno
opsin

apt edaptotIone
slit pupils
tcpettun Ittaldusi

eyeshino

stones

fovea
color vision

Ideghexamgantgas
tletpanla membrane

cochlea
sound vibrations
frequency
in
cycles per soar td

Objective 21 The student Ida be able to oharacterize each of the 3 components,

of nervous coordination so that he can match *ash with its correct function from

a list of statements.

714

Objective 35 He van. learn the enatonlisai basis f Qr obsymorooeption ( in man, fishes,

reptiles) so that, given a numbered ding: am, he can analyze the function of the

component parts of these receptors.
65%

Objective 4: Ho Will be able to explain the role of chemorecoption In the migration

of salmon from the home stream to the sea and back again so that, given's list

of statements describing eventa In these migrations, he can distinguish those

that do from those that do not apply.
65%

Objeative 5: He rill be able to interpret a gonerallzed model of a vertebrate eye

so that he can moteh structnre with function.
65%

Objective 6: The student will be able to distinguish between night adapted eyes And

daytime adapted eyes so that on a test he can match descriptive statements with

eaoh of these types.

ObjettIve 71 He will understand the major visual adaptations to spao and motion

among animals.so that be will be able to match adaptations with animal groups. 65%

Objective es He will understand a generalized diagram of the vertebrate ear, so that,

given a list of deseriptive
statements, be car match struoture with funotion. 6 pg



Objective 9: The studont rill bo able to apply the basic principles of anund

.reception to echolocation and orlmntation in bate, oil birds, & porpoises, SO

that' on a test, he can indicate whother or not oaoh descriptive statormnt does

or does not apply to such typical phases of sehelocation as 1) "Search Phase"

2) "Approach phase"; 3) "Terainal or Kill Phason, etc.

22. Goals The student grill undorstand that a nerve impulse la a depolarization and

repelarization of a neuron that occurs sequentially along a coll.

Objective is The student c111 learn the vocabulary drawn from a so that

he oan matob each .word rith its correct example or definition rith 00,E accuracy.

DJUdlaiLtEL
cell body membrane potential sr resting potential

dendrites depolarization

aton repolarlzation

end brush action potential

myelin sheath sodiam pump

ganglia
threshold
"all or nothing" response
refractory period

Objective 21 The student will bo able to dacerne the slain of ovonts that constitute

the movement of an impulse along a nerve fiber. Givon a die ;ran and a list of

statements, he can select those that do or do not apply.

23. Coals The student will understand that ohemleala produced by the and of nerve sells

tasilitate the passage of the impulse between nerve fibers.

Objeetive is The student till learn the voestolary of synaptic) transmission

(Ohapter 20) so that on a test h can natal tord rith example or definition 80%

Ireeabulms:

synapse acetyleholice

chemical transmitter cholinesterase

Objective 21 The student rill be able to analyze the events In aynaptic transmission

and distinguish botreen those events that are ander' neural control and those

that are under ehemics1 control 65%

Objective 3: The student rill be able to trace the path of a simple relax, as the

"knee jerk" through 'the Relmilm.(2.§0.), so that on a test, be can match

statements descriptive of the events rith each of the appropriate struotures

involved: 1) proprloreecipter 2) sensory neuron 3) ascoolation neuron

4) motor neuron 5) effectors

Objective 4: BuggAilL11.10.0 nal Be rill relate the events he has motored in

electrical transmission alone a neuron rith tha depolarization :and ropoIarloatIon

events In skeletal musoles So that he oar it fram a Ilst of statements,

those that do and do not apply.
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()Neat tva, tud;!..nt TJ1,1 ol-,1c. to :ill) ir toe. 11,1ty of sound
rc$'044 t1on tr e.,,Tholooation ..7;nd orT%ltation in batal ()la birrl$i) e; porpoies,
that on a torito ho eon indlobto 71:4,b 4;z1 c*Ch dOSCript1Y:.14 sti.:tionlont doss
or doos not apply to timoh pLasos gf oolavloostior: as 1) "SoaroL Lihtivt"
2) "Approseh pbavo"s 3) "Terbinal or X111 Phnsm", of o.

22* Goals The v tadort t 4v 12.1 undor*tand th: nort7o Impult.112 is a dopolorinItion
repolnrizntion o:F: s nourork 'that 000r soquontisl,ly s3.onc:

Ob j co t Ivo 1a 'rho student rill lo.a:=:.-1 voen'tralary cirle-mn fa= t Er_RO so that
he C rA. 11 7131 '11. 7, I (Damrp.)1(.1 or definition rIth 8O to ouraoy.

3TG.A:aLgt

Dell body vmmbrane potentia1 or resting,, potential

dendrites dopolarimtion.

axon repolarizatfon

end brush action potential

myelin sheath soditin pump
ganglia

threshold
"all or nothing" revronse
refractory period

Objective 2s The ttudant vall 14T ablo to dozarlho the chain of avonts that aonatItat(
the noway:lent or Qn imp le along a yvtrvo flboro GIVOPY1 Z1 (Magma and a list of

etatanents9 ha can voloot thasQ tivot do or do not apr)170

230 Goals The student vAll undorstand that alarm:1(mb) prociacad. by the ands of nerve cells

facilitate the peewee of the Irapulso botvloe.n norze Mersa,

Objective is The student r 11.1 1ear7.1 the voos74.71ary of rynaptlo transmission

(Chagistra4) so that on a test 7ao can notch rand vith. owariplo or definition EIX

ataktagrze

synapse acetylcholice

ehomical transmIttor cholinestoraeo

Objective 21 The strident rill be able to analyze the events in synaptic transmission

and distinguish between those avento that ars under neural control and those

that are under chemical control 65%

Objective 31 Ths studont rIll be ablo to trace the path of a stmrle nalft, 211 the

"knee jerk" through the .Ref,,, sax Aro (11a) so that on a test, he can match

stateranta descriptive of the events rith each of the appropriate struoturee

involved: 1) propriorceeptor 2) sensory neuron 3) aseoolation neuron

4) motor neuron 5) effector,

Objective 4: RusativajauuALMA: He rill relate the events he has mastered In

electrical transmission along a neuron lath the depolarization and repolarliatio

events in skeletal muscloil so that he can indicate, from a list of statements,

those that do and do not apply('



Coal ZI: The student rill nrcerstand that asexual reproduction Is characteried by

l m1118.

ObjeotIve 1. Given a series of steps in mitosis of a single cell, the student rill

be able to arrange thin In order of beginirg to end result. 80% 16 beginirg

and end result are correct; 40 percentage points for correct sequence of

intermediate steps*

Test samults Aach of the follming drazings represents a stage in mitotic

cell division* Order the correct sequence*

1.
2.'

Z.

4.

3. 4.

Objective 2. In the laboratory, he '411 be able to recognize and name stages of

Cell mitosis from sl ides of onion root tip and young rhitefish embryo under

conditions of a practicum exam* ( tie() Vianual Exercise 3; page 114

Objective Z. Given a series (f7 statements concerning events In mitociss the

student can match each rith the correct mitotic stage,

2.21.L.M.112.5.
Watch each of the statements bolo ;pith one of the

given items. :items: 1) Prophase
2) Metaphase

.LISNA Is replicated. 3) Anaphase

2 Chromosomes meet at midlinef 4) Telophase

3 Tre daughter cells are formed 5) Interphasa

4...Chremosamos thicicen, shorten, become visibila

and nnclear membrane disappears.

Goal AJF: The student mill understand that sexual reproduction may be characterized by

AL and fertilization1

Objective 1. Ho rill review the events in melosis and gamete production so that

on a test ho can designate rhich stage results In:

1) reduction of chromosome number;
2) when the unique pairing at synapsis of homologous chromosomes occurs;

3) when crossing over occurs and rhat is Its ros&lt;

4) when random assortemnt or shuffling of parental cromosomes occurs

at the equatorial plate
6) when segregation of homologous chromosomes occurs and one member of each

pair goes off to epositc ends of the call

6) production of 4 daughter cells; (that will eventually-mature and become
gametes)

Objedtive 2. On an exam, the student onn write a short summary contrasting the

advantages and disadvantages of asexual 'xith sexual reproduction*



Gonl 26 : Tho student 7111 understvrld that 3enetics Is tho ct!Ady of the tranlision

and expresclov of tralt$ In sucoessivo pneratione of orEAnisms,

object:Ivo 1. no van learn voonbllary torns;relating to tho :;tudy of tpreties

rith 605 accuraeyo tonual rl (33

Objective 2. Ho rill relate nerdel's fladivgpiWthe existence of diserotda horedltagy

units and :one of his sinpler Interactions including deminarce, segregations,

and recombination).to melon Is ard .00 Iliac: to solve a variety of problon

concer!irg sinple f.;:ictpr rorialkaps Soo lab man. p. 93g

4uestleml 1-104

Objective 3. Ho r:.ill Collo the transmLlsior and expression of 2 herodItary

traits at the same time and be able to solve Fenetic problems is vol7Ing

dihybrid orosses (lue lab manp p 91; problems 3,..8;. and page 940 probloms
11. 12v 13,

60%

Objective 4. He v1111 be able to apply :(1:),le4F;e of tho transmission of

hereditary trnits in human beinr,s to lu)othetionl ooblems.presertad on the

exam.
GO%

Objective 5. Ho 'All be able to predict the transmission of sox.linked cr:r5cterlstioa

in a vnioty of rroblems Ir huTnnr irheritance, k;oe p. 92, inb nor, Q., prob4 7
and selected problems from c rlecture soctiond 60%

Mal- 27: The student rill u.ndorstand that: selection adapts a .oplintion-to its

onvironmert by cheosinfy, the fittest irdividuals available. 6oe Chapter 32,,

(Chapter 31 Is optional reading; tho fnstrnotor consIders Lvolution to

be a fact)

Wective 1. The student will learn vocabulary terms oelected from Chapter 32

Y'c.2LEWAIMILL

natural selection
fitness
adaptation
survival value
sexual selection
family size

crowing over
random ascortment
outbreeding
mutation

gore pool

Objective 2. lie 'rill hB able to Identify the causes of selection pressure and be

able to contrast them with the affects of relaxed selection pressum on.

populations of organisms.

Ob:ective 3. He rill 16Q able to define tho nature of moriliolorica2 physio3.eglea10

and behavioral adaptation and be able to match each of these r:Ith items

from a list, of seleoted exam?1cse

Goal 28: The student vill understand that populations adapted to different environmw:ttal

may undergo speca'ation if they acre Iselated from one another for 2

sufficient period of time.

Objective 1. Using trIQ example of Darvin's finches on the Galapagos Island. :, ne

student vill be abla to interpret Uzi) roleof Isolation and of Increased

ecological opportunity on these birds that resulted in radiation into 14 new

species in different ecologleal niches.
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BIOLOGY OBJECTIVES: SET #



Unit I The Historical and Present Position
orTIBIbu.ps a Tc2.13.3.c3=7=E:at

Topics:

Class Meetings
Involved

a) Course Introduction 1
b) Classical Biology - the .1

thoughts and men.
c) Modern biology- integration 1

of the sciences.
d) Scientific thought and exper- 2

imental method.

Oblectives

Goal 1: The student will have knowledge of the historical
background of classical biology, and of the
rapid advances and discoveries which have
recently been made in molecular biology and'
biochemistry.

Objective 1.* Given a list of important biologists
he will describe in 20 words or less
the major experimental discovery of
each. 70

2. Using available library media he will
explain the techniques now being used
to uncover the basic processes of life
by writing three fifty word summaries of
recent experiments (1960-1966) in
biology. 100

3. He will discuss in 30 words or less for
each the importance of biochemistry,
biophysics, and physical chemistry to
the study of biology. 80

Goal 2: The student will understand the scientific
method of inquirey.

Normal test conditions.



r ,71;777.77,71.

He will write an outline one page
in length, due within one week.
Given a copy of a recent publication
in'biology, he will at home, outline
the basic procedures used in the
experiment, and graphically represent
all the data presented in the results
of the experiment. He will not be
concerned with conclusion drawn from the
data. 100

The student will be given a data sheet
in class collected from an animal
nutrition study. Ideas of how the
experiment was designed, how data was
collected and what conclusions can be
drawn from the data will be discussed
by the students and instructor. He will
within three weeks write a 200-250 word
scientific paper containing alogical
approach for presentation of the data so
that his conclusions are substantiated.

100
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Unit II The Charactoristics of.Livin&

Topics:

Class Meetings
Involved

a) Non-living and living things. 1
The origin of life.

b) The similarity of living 1
things.

c) The cell, structure and 2

function.
d) The cell, metabolism. 4
e) The cell, physical processes, 1

energy.

Objectives

Goal 1: The student will understand the chemical
requirements of living things.

Ob'ective 1. He will list the four classes of
chemical compounds basic to all life,
and define in 20 words or less the
function of each class. 90

2.
*

He will compare in 50 words or less
the position of virus, bacteriophage,
bacteria, and complex plant or animal
forms; as to their similarities and
differences, as possible life forms.

100

Goal 2: The student will understand the basic prin-
ciples of life processes at the cellular
level.

Objective 3.* Given a diagram of a cell he will
correctly label all the parts indicated,
and discuss the function of each in 20
words or less. 70

4.* He will define in 20 words or less the
terms: differentiation, homeostasis,
anabolism, catabolism. 60



!,7,77771.

5.* He will describe by use of diagram

or chemical equation the processes
of e1-erg capture: photosynthesis,
energy release, and expenditure; and

ever utilization: synthesis of cell

components. 70

6.* He will define four properties of an
enzyme, and apply the enzyme principle

to control of cellular metabolism.
70



Unit III Cell Division and Re roduction.

Topics:
a) Mitosis and Meiosis.
b) The chromosome Theory -

Men dalian principles.
c) The gene and protein

synthesis.
d) Cell differentiation
e) Reproductive cycles in the

organism.

Objectives

Class Meetings
Involved

2
2

2

1
2

'Goal 1: The student will understand the processes of

mitosis and meiosis.

adesUlre 1.
*

He will demonstrate
mitotic and meiotic
discuss in 30 words
importance of each.

diagramatically
division, and
or less the

80

2.
*

The student will define in 15 words or
less for each, ten terms associated with

genetics. 80

3.
*

He will, given a phenotype and genotype,

each with two characteristics, determine
the F1 and F2 progeny of a seifcross.

70

Goal 2: The student will understand the theory of one

gene-one enzyme, and apply this to cell diff-

erentiation.

Objective 4.
*

He will in 50 words or le6s, and using

diagrams, explain the one-geneoetervayise
theory and its control over cellular

metabolism. 60

77=7.17:`,..;;Cr:-..7:r!!%;ZZ 71;ILKAILiklitiaNc
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Goal 3:

bMS

5. He will describe the roll of nucleo-

proteins in cellular control by

diagram and short descriptions. 60

The student will understand the basic repro-

ductive cycles of plant and animal life.

6.* He will complete diagrams of two

plant and two animal reproductive

cycles.
80

*
7. He will discuss in .75 words or less

the difference between the haplophase

and diplophase reproductive cycles,
and give two examples of each. 80



Unit IV The Development of the Organism

1,,

Class Meetings
Involved

Topics: a) External factors-assimilation
and .respiration.

b) Internal factorsvcirculation 1
and excretion.

c) Hormones. 1
d) Responsiveness and Behavior. 1

gliestives

Goal 1: The student will understand the processes of
procuring needed materials and energy by the
multi-cellular organism.

Objective 1.
*
He will discuss in 30 words or less the
effect of size upon an organism, and
give two examples of special features
which must develop in large organisms,
to overcome the difficulties created
by size, 70

2. He will define in 20 words or less
respiration, and diagram the processes
involved in the absorption, transport,
storage and utilization of glucose.

70

3. He will relate in a simple diagram and
short discussion, the relationship
between respiration and ATP production.

60

Goal 2: The student will be able to diagram the
generalized circulatory system of a plant and
animal.

giollaptive 4. He will discuss in 30 words or less the
transpiration-cohesion-tension theory
of water movement in plants, defining
the part played by eachihotor. 80
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5.* He will define in ten words or less
for each the terms whole blood, plasma,
serum, and fibrogen. 80

6.* He will list five materials being trans-
ported in the blood. 80

7.* Given a diagram of the human heart he
will lable the parts indicated, and in
20 words or less discuss the pacemaker
system. 60

Goal 3: The student will understand the function of

of hormones in plants and animals.

Objective 8.* He will match six animal organs with
the hormone formed by eachland process
controlled by each. 60

9.
*

He will name three plant hormones, and
in 30 words or less describe the function
performed by each. 60

,,CY r
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Unit V Evolution - The Diversity of Life

Topics:

Goal 1:

Class Meetings
Involved

a) Genetics of populations. 1

b) Natural selection. 1

c) Adaptation. 1

d) Principles of classification. 1

e) Protists and simple plants. 1

f) Complex plants. 2

g) Animals. 2

h) Mollusks, Arthropods, and 3

Vertebrates.

Objectives

The student will understand the mechanisms
of evolution.

Ob'ective 1.* He will apply his knowledge of genetics
to the process of evolution by stating
the Hardy-Weinberg law in 50 words or

e less 80

2.
*

He will list four conditions which must
by met if the Hardy-Weinberg Law is to
hold, and sate whether these conditions
are met in real populations. 60

3.
* He will define in 30 words or less what

is meant by natural selection. 80

Goal 2: The student will equate evolution and adaptation.

pb'ective 4.
*

He will list the three manor forms of
adaptation, and list two examples of
each with short explanations. 60



Goal 3: The student will understand the scientific

method of classification.

Objective 5 ?' He will list in systematic hierarchical
fashion the seven divisional terms used

in biology flora highest to lowest.
100

Goal 4: The student will understand the importance of

protists and sitple plants.

Objective 6.* He will discuss in 30 words or less for

each, the importance of the bacteria,
algae, protists, and fungi in mans
present environment. 80

Goal 5: The student will understand the conaitions

necessary for land life, and apply this to

the way$ vascular plants have evolved.

v,

Objective 7. He will discuss in 50 words or less the

four groups of early (primative)
vascular plants, Included will be the

differences between the four groups
structurally and reproductively. 60

8,* He will distinguish the difference
between gymnosperms and angiosperms,
give two examples of each, and discuss

the importance of each class to modern

man. 80

Goal 6: The student will have knowledge of animal life.

011jective 9.* He will list, and discuss, the six areas

of constrast between plants and animals.
80

10.*me will list eight of the eleven major animal

phyla, and name a common animal in the

eight chosen. 60

11.*He will apply the theories of evolution

to the Mollusks, Arthropods, and Vertebrates;

and diagram evolutionary trees for two

of these animal phyla. 60
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Unit VI Nan and His Environment

Class Meetings
Involved

Topics: a) The population and 2

environment
b) The organization of 2

living communities
c) Man in nature 4

Objectives

Goal 1: The student will have knowledge of the
environment in which man is placed.

Objective 1.* He will list the five major cycles
of materials found in nature,.diagram
each and discuss in 20 words or less
the importance of each to man. 80

2.* He will define the following terms in

15 words or less for each: symbiosis,
commensalism, mutualism, parasitism.

80

3.* He will discuss in 50, words or less
two societies of animal life, comparing

and contrasting them. 60

Goal 2: The student will be able to evaluate the ectent

of mans control over the natural environment,

and propose directions and consequences of

mans study of the biological world.

Objective 4. Outside of class he will write an annoted
150-200 words essay discussing mans
polution of his environment. 100

5.* Given a list of four major endeavors bio-

logists are now working on experimentally,

he will chose three, and discuss in 30

words or less for each what the endeavor

may lead to and the consequences upon
man. 80


